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Geometrial formulation of lassial mehanis with fores that are not neessarily potential-generated is presented.
It is shown that a natural geometrial  playground  for a mehanial system of point partiles laking Lagrangian
and/or Hamiltonian desription is an odd dimensional line element ontat bundle. Time evolution is governed by
ertain anonial two-form Ω (an analog of dp∧ dq− dH ∧ dt), whih is onstruted purely from fores and the metri
tensor entering the kineti energy of the system. Attempt to  dissipative quantization  in terms of the two-form Ω is
proposed. The Feynman's path integral over histories of the system is rearranged to a  world-sheet  funtional inte-
gral. The  umbilial string  surfaes entering the theory onnet the lassial trajetory of the system and the given
Feynman history. In the speial ase of potential-generated fores,  world-sheet  approah preisely redues to the
standard quantum mehanis. However, a transition probability amplitude expressed in terms of  string funtional
integral  is appliable (at least aademially) when a general dissipative environment is disussed.
PACS: 01.70.+w, 02.40.Yy, 03.65.Ca, 45.20.-d
Keywords: line element ontat bundle, lassial mehanis, dissipative systems, quantization of fores, path vs.
surfae integral
Dediated to Karla and Mario Ziman's on the oasion of their wedding, and to one sunny smiling friend.
1 Introdution
Classial mehanis is the best elaborated and understood part of physis. At the rst sight relatively innoent
Newton's equation of motion beomes mathematially very interesting and fruitful when one leaves a at vetor
spae, for example, by imposing a simple set of onstraints. Nowadays geometrial desription of mehanis
is onentrated around beautiful and powerful mathematial artillery, whih inludes
1−9
sympleti and/or
Poisson geometry, ontat strutures, jet prolongations, Riemannian geometry, variational alulus, ergodi
theory and so on. Advantages and disadvantages of any of these approahes are dependent on intended
appliations and personal preferenes and disposals. Some of them are useful, when one goes from lassial to
quantal. Another, when one wants to pass from the non-relativisti domain to relativisti one. And the third
and fourth, when we attempt to generalize disrete system dynamis to the ontinuum one and/or when the
number of partiles is so large that some statistial methods should be imposed.
The aim of the paper is to provide a geometrial piture of lassial mehanis for physial systems for
whih Lagrangian and/or Hamiltonian desription is missing. This means that the fores ating within the
system are not potential-generated. After explaining the geometry beyond the lassial dissipative dynamis
we make an attempt at quantization. We avoid to ouple the system to an environment and to form one
onservative super-system swithing on an interation. Our approah is based solely on the system under study
and a dynamis in whih dissipative strength eets of the environment are desribed by a veloity dependent
external fore. In the ase of potential-generated fores, the proposed desription beomes equivalent to the
standard anonial formalism.
1
2The paper is organized as follows. The rst two preliminary subparagraps deal with some basi fats
about the ontat geometry and its appliation in point partile mehanis. We onentrate ourselves on the
denition of the line element ontat bundle and its internal geometrial struture (smooth atlas, bundleness,
anonial distribution, natural lift of urves). The subsequent introdution to mehanis is standard. We just
want to remind the reader of basi notation and onvine him that to use an extended onguration spae
and related line element ontat struture in mehanis is highly advantageous. The main attention is paid
to a orret geometrial setting of fores, i.e. we are looking for the answer to the question:  what type
of tensorial quantities are fores in general?  The guiding objet of (dissipative) dynamis whih governs
the time evolution is ertain two-form Ω. It is onstruted only from fores and kineti energy. The last
paragraph is a rather aademi and speulative elaboration on possible quantization in terms of Feynman
funtional integral.  Umbilial string  surfaes naturally enter the quantization and transition amplitudes are
obtained by a  world-sheet  funtional integration.
To be honest and ollegial, it is neessary to provide here some standard referenes on the quantization
of dissipative systems. There exist several dierent approahes
10−18
(expliitly time-dependent Hamiltonian,
method of dual oordinates, nonlinear Shrödinger equation, method of the loss-reservoir) and an interested
reader ould try to fous on one of the following keywords: damped (phil)harmoni osillator, Kostin's non-
linear Shrödinger-Langevin equation, Caldirola-Kanai equation, stohasti quantization, Caldeira-Leggett
model.
2 Preliminaries: Line Element Contat Bundle and Classial Mehanis
By a mehanial system we understand throughout the paper a system of partiles whose positions and
veloities are restrited by a set of holonomi and/or integrable dierential onstraints. The onstraints as
well as exterior fores (whih are not supposed to be potential-generated only) an be expliitly time dependent.
The aim of the following subsetions is to remind the reader of the geometrial setting that is neessary for
the proper desription of the time evolution. Hopefully, we will reover soon that a natural  playground  for
lassial mehanis is the line element ontat bundle of an extended onguration spae.
2.1 Line Element Contat Bundle
A beautiful introdution to ontat strutures in physis with a variety of appliations an be found in the
William Burke's book
4
. I am very strongly reommending to go through it in details. Its eloquent motto:
...how in hell you an vary q˙ without hanging q... applies also to the following text.
Let M be an ordinary (n + 1)-dimensional smooth real manifold and γ1, γ2 : R → M two parameterized
urves thereon. One says that γ1 and γ2 are in ontat at a ommon point p ∈ γ1 ∩ γ2 ⊂ M, if their tangent
vetors (instant veloities) at that point are proportional to eah other. The ontatness is obviously a weaker
notion than tangentiality.
A line ontat element at point p is the equivalene lass of urves being in ontat at p. Pratially, to give
a line ontat element means to hoose a point p of M and to x a one-dimensional subspae (undireted line)
ℓ ⊂ TpM. The set of all undireted lines passing through the origin of the tangent spae under onsideration
is the projetive spae P (TpM). Thus forming a sum:
CM :=
⋃
p∈M
P (TpM) ≡ (PT )M
we get a set of all line ontat elements of the manifold M. CM is not a strutureless objet, it inherits
smooth struture from M that turns it into a manifold. Conisely, let {OI, ϕI}I be any smooth atlas of M
and {T (OI), ΦI}I indued loal trivialization of its tangent bundle T M, i.e.
ΦI : T (OI) −→ ϕI(OI)× R
n+1 ,
{
p ∈ OI , v ∈ Tp (OI)
}
7−→
(
q0, . . . , qn
∣∣ q˙ 0 = v0, . . . , q˙ n = vn) .
Let us, moreover, dene the system of:
3- open subsets Ca(OI) ⊂ T (OI) (a runs from 0 to n):
Ca(OI) := Φ
−1
{
those points of ϕI(OI)× R
n+1
whose a-th dot oordinate q˙ a 6= 0
}
- morphisms Φa,I := the restrition ΦI
∣∣
Ca(OI)
Then the olletion {Ca(OI), Φa,I}a,I provides a smooth atlas of CM.
Down to earth, the point (p , ℓ ) ∈ CM is the one-dimensional subspae ℓ ⊂ TpM. As suh, it an be
represented as a linear envelope of a vetor v ∈ TpM whose, let us say a-th, oordinate w.r.t. {∂q0
∣∣
p
, . . . , ∂qn
∣∣
p
},
is equal to one, i.e.
ℓ =
{
w ∈ TpM : w = kv ,where k ∈ R− {0} and v = v
0 ∂q0
∣∣
p
+ · · ·+ 1 ∂qa
∣∣
p
+ · · ·+ vn ∂qn
∣∣
p
}
=: [v] .
Then (p , ℓ ) belongs to the hart Ca(OI) ⊂ CM and
Φa,I
(
(p, ℓ )
)
=
(
q0(p) , . . . , qn(p)
∣∣ q˙ 0 = v0 , . . . , q˙ a−1 = va−1 , q˙ a+1 = va+1 , . . . , q˙ n = vn ) ∈ ϕI(OI)× Rn .
One an write down transition funtions (Φa,I) ◦ (Φa′,I′)
−1
over the non-empty overlaps Ca(OI)
⋂
Ca′(OI′ )
in the expliit way and verify their smoothness and ompatibility on the triple intersetions. It is, in fat,
not neessary, sine everything follows from appropriate modiations of the smooth onsistent atlas of the
tangent bundle T M.
Conlusion: CM is a (2n + 1)-dimensional smooth manifold whih, moreover, forms an n-dimensional
bundle over M. Clearly, when sending the line ontat element (p , ℓ ) ∈ CM to its ontat point p ∈ M, we
get the smooth bundle map τ : CM→M. Note that the ber τ−1(p) is ompat spae P (TpM). This bundle
is alled the line element ontat bundle CM.
Apart from a losed set of measure zero, any line ontat element ℓ at a point p ∈ M an be represented
by a speially hosen ontat urve γspec. Down to earth, let γ : s 7→ q
0 = q0(s), . . . , qn = qn(s) be
any urve suh that γ(so) = p,
d
dt
q0(so) 6= 0 and [
d
dt
γ(so)] = ℓ. Then when restriting ourselves to a
suiently small neighborhood of the point p, we an reexpress initial parameter s = f(q0) as a funtion of
the loal oordinate q0. An advantageous representative of (p , ℓ ) an be then provided by the equivalene
lass of the urve γspec : q
0 7→ q0 = q0, q1 = q1(f(q0)), . . . , qn = qn(f(q0)). Therefore further, when it will
beome omputationally neessary,
a
we will break down the natural equivaleny of the loal harts in the
atlas of CM under onsideration and prefer the subsystem {C0(OI),Φ0,I}I, i.e. the loal oordinate basis
(t := q0 | q1, . . . , qn | q˙ 1, . . . , q˙ n).
CM itself has an additional internal struture. Apart from being a bundle τ : CM → M it admits a
anonial (n+1)-dimensional distribution C ⊂ T (CM). For a given point (p , ℓ ), a subspae C(p,ℓ) ⊂ T(p, ℓ) CM
is speied as follows:
C(p, ℓ) :=
{
w ∈ T(p, ℓ) CM, suh that τ∗(w) ∈ ℓ ⊂ TpM
}
=
(
τ∗
)−1
(ℓ) .
If (p , ℓ ) ∈ C0(OI), then there is a vetorial  preursor  v = ∂t|p+ v
i ∂qi |p ∈ TpM suh that ℓ = [v]. Here and
further in this subparagraph, index i runs from 1 to n. Tangent vetor w at the line element ontat bundle
point (p , ℓ ) and its τ push-forward at p are expressed as follows:
w = M ∂t
∣∣∣
(p, ℓ)
+N i ∂qi
∣∣∣
(p, ℓ)
+Oi ∂q˙ i
∣∣∣
(p, ℓ)
, τ∗(w) = M ∂t
∣∣∣
p
+N i ∂qi
∣∣∣
p
.
Here the numbers M 6= 0, N i, Oi stand for (2n+ 1) omponents of w and τ∗(w) w.r.t. our speial operative
oordinate basis.
In order that τ∗(w) ∈ ℓ, the n-tuple of oeients N
i
should be equal to Mvi. The remaining (n + 1)
omponents are  free of ommission, and therefore dim(C(p, ℓ)) = (n+ 1) as was stated.
a
It will be espeially useful in mehanis where M orresponds to an extended onguration spae R × Q and all physially
relevant trajetories are of that form.
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τ
p
ℓ
ℓ′
τ−1(p)
(p , ℓ )
(p , ℓ′ )
C(p, ℓ)
C(p, ℓ′)
w
τ∗(w)
M
CM
TpM
T(p, ℓ) CM
T(p, ℓ′) CM
Figure 1. Shemati piture of the anonial distribution C at two CM points (p , ℓ ) and (p , ℓ′ ) at the same ber τ−1(p).
Pratially, in order to desribe the above anonial distribution C, one an use any Pfa's system of
n algebraial one-forms. This means that for eah point (p , ℓ ) ∈ CM there is a olletion of o-vetors
αi ∈ T ∗(p, ℓ) CM, eah of whih annihilates the anonial subspae C(p, ℓ). There is no reason to assume that α's
are varying smoothly with the point of CM; the Pfa's system is algebraial and not dierential. Any regular
linear ombinations of α's dene an equivalent system of annihilators of C(p, ℓ) at the point (p , ℓ ). What one
an try to do is to adjust (loally at least) the linear ombinations of the annihilating o-vetors in suh a way
that the new system would be smoothly depending on (p , ℓ ). There is obviously no anonial way how to do
this; loally it is always possible, but still ambiguous.
b
In our speial oordinate system C0(OI) we an use for example the olletion of the following dierential
one-forms:
αi = dqi − q˙ idt i = 1, . . . , n . (1)
The anonial (n+1)-dimensional distribution C is not integrable, whih follows immediately from the Frobe-
nius theorem (αi ∧ dαi = dqi ∧ dt ∧ dq˙ i 6= 0 for ∀ i = 1, . . . , n).c
Any loally smooth urve γ : R → M, s 7→ γ(s) an be naturally lifted to a line element ontat bundle
urve γ̂ : R → CM. By denition, γ̂ assigns to the given value of the parameter s the ontat point γ(s)
and the undireted line ℓ(s) := [ d
ds
γ(s)]. After rewriting it in oordinates one realizes that the pull-bak
γ̂ ∗(αi) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. The onverse is also true: if there is a ontat bundle urve λ̂ : R → CM
suh that λ̂∗(αi) = 0, then λ̂ is the lift of some base urve λ. Thus we have a simple riterion enabling us to
reognize whih line element ontat bundle urve is originally oming from  down-stairs  and whih is the
b
For example, one an impose some Eulidian metri on a loal path of CM and then identify T ∗
(p, ℓ)
CM and T ∗
(p′, ℓ′)
CM in that
path with the help of parallel transport.
c
Regardful reader surely realized that the Einstein summation onvention is used when the indies labeled by the same letter are
mathing eah other in the supersript and subsript positions only, otherwise, like for example in αi ∧ dαi, the summation is not
performed.
5 native resident  of CM.
2.2 Classial Mehanis on CM
Let us start with the Newton-Lagrange philosophy. From an observer point of view, a mehanial system with
n degrees of freedom oupies at a given instant of time (external parameter dened by the tiking of the
observer's wath) a point in a ertain onguration spae. Geometrially it is a n-dimensional smooth manifold.
In appliations, it mostly emerges after imposing ertain number of onstraints on some bakground at spae
R3N . The onstraints are supposed to be holonomi and expliitly time dependent (it is possible to onsider in a
very similar fashion also time dependent integrable dierential onstraints). Mathematially they are given by a
set of algebraial equations in R3N ontaining time t as an external parameter. For eah time t there  survives 
some (sub)manifold Qt ⊂ R3N whose points satisfy the whole system of onstraint equations. The expliit
time dependene is easier to handle if one passes to an extended spae by adopting observer's time t as a new
oordinate and visualizing the  surviving  sets in a single spae-time piture as Λ :=
⋃
t (t, Q
t) ⊂ R[t]×R3N .
The Lagrange novelty was to introdue a parametri manifold of generalized oordinates Q and map it by
some one-parameter family
d
of dieomorphisms {ϕt}t in suh a way that ϕ
t(Q) = Qt. Equivalently, one
an form an extended parametri spae R[t] × Q and dene the single dieomorphism Φ : R[t] × Q → Λ,
(t, Q) 7→ (t, ϕt(Q)).
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R[t]×Q
Φ
t
Q
R[t]R[t]
Qt
Λ ⊂ R[t]× R3N
Figure 2. Embedding of the extended parametri spae into the observer's spae-time realized by Φ.
This was just kinematis; to be able to desribe dynamis one should know where relevant physial data
are hidden. Within the ambient spae-time R[t] × R3N all the neessary physial information is given in the
following geometrial objets:
- the kineti energy G:
◦ originally, G is onstant Riemannian metri, i.e. o-variant symmetri rank two-tensor eld on R3N ,
whih in pratial appliation takes the standard form:
G =
N∑
k=1
1
2
mk
{
dxk ⊗ dxk + dyk ⊗ dyk + dzk ⊗ dzk
}
,
here (x1, y1, z1, x2, . . . , xN , yN , zN) are global artesian oordinates on R3N ,
◦ it desribes the  inertia  properties of the physial matter,
d
To be really ultrarigorous, the one-parameter family here and the one dened above by the observer's wath are two dierent
mathematial sets. In general they should be onneted by some ompliated one-to-one mapping f . It is a nie habit to hose
f as identity, i.e. physially we are using a ouple of synhronized wathes to measure time in the extended parametri spae
R[t]×Q and in the physial spae-time R[t]× R3N .
6◦ for any point p ∈ R3N , tensor G gives us the quadrati form on TpR
3N ∋ v 7→ Gp (v, v) ∈ R,
therefore from a global point of view, G is a quadrati funtion at bers over the tangent bundle
π : T R3N → R3N , (p , v) 7→ p (we are not introduing a speial letter to distinguish G as funtion
and as a tensor),
◦ G an be pulled-bak from the tangent bundle to the extended tangent bundle R[t] × T R3N w.r.t.
the obvious seond fator projetion R[t]× T R3N → T R3N (we are proposing that the onstituent
weights mk are onstant),
- the ating fores Q:
◦ at eah instant of time, Qt is a horizontal one-form over the tangent bundle π : T R3N → R3N ,
i.e. for any point (p , v) ∈ T R3N and any vertial vetor w ∈ T(p,v)(T R
3N ) (π∗(w) = 0) it holds
w yQt = 0,
◦ setting Qt at time t to be the tangent bundle one-form reets the fat that the fores are in general
not only p = position but also v = veloity dependent,
◦ a horizontal o-vetorQt ∈ T ∗(p,v) (T R
3N ) might be turned into a o-vetor Q˜tv ∈ T
∗
p (R
3N ); onisely,
let u be a tangent vetor to the bakground spae R3N at a point p = π(p , v) and u↑ its arbitrarily
performed lift to T(p,v) (T R
3N ) suh that π∗(u
↑) = u, then when setting u y Q˜tv := u
↑
yQt we get a
well dened o-vetorial objet,
e
◦ the physially measurable eet of the fore Qt is this: if the system oupies at some instant of time
t a onguration (p , v), the elementary work δW of Qt at an innitesimal (virtual) displaement
δr ∈ Tp (R
3N ) is given by δW = Q˜tv(δr),
◦ xing the oordinates (x1, y1, z1, . . . |x˙ 1, y˙ 1, z˙ 1, . . . ) in the tangent bundle T R3N we get the expres-
sion Qt := Qxk(t) dx
k + Qyk(t) dy
k + Qzk(t) dz
k
; keep in mind that 3N omponents are position,
veloity, as well as expliitly time dependent funtions,
◦ for better handling of the expliit time dependene of the fores, it is more handy to onvert Qt at
time t to the horizontal one-form over a sub-bundle it : T R
3N ∼→ {t}× T R3N →֒ R[t]× T R3N ; thus
in global we get a horizontal (also alled a semi-basi) dierential one-form Q over R[t]×T R3N with
the property Qt = i∗t (Q) (do not overlook that ∂t yQ = 0)
A spae of all physial states
f
of the extended parametri spae is the manifold
g R[t] × T Q. It ontains not
just the time t and the generalized oordinates (q1, . . . , qn) that over some path of the parametri spae Q,
but also the generalized veloities (q˙ 1, . . . , q˙ n). All dynamial data are given after we perform the pull-bak of
G and Q from R[t]×T R3N to the state spae R[t]×T Q using the dieomorphism Φ and/or its dierential dΦ.
What follows is a well known story. One needs to solve the Lagrange's equations whih determine generalized
aelerations in terms of generalized positions, veloities and fores, as well as time:
d
dt
(
∂ T
∂ q˙ i
)
−
∂ T
∂ qi
= (Q )i i = 1, . . . , n . (2)
Here a bit sloppy but short notation is introdued. T := Φ∗G and Q := Φ∗Q represent the pull-baks of G
and Q w.r.t Φ and/or dΦ.
Expressing from (2) the aelerations
d
dt
q˙ i ≡ q¨ i as funtionsh f i(q, q˙, Q, t), the integration of the Lagrange's
e
Horizontality of Q ensures the independene on lift proedure (in fat two dierent lifts u↑ and u⇑ whih projet by π onto the
same base vetor u, dier by a vertial vetor); sine all other operations leading to eQtv are linear, eQtv is a linear funtional on
Tp (R3N ).
f
It is one of the postulates of mehanis that having hosen at some time t position(s) p, veloity(ies) v and knowing the ating
physial fores afterwords, it is possible to predit the history when solving the dynamial equations.
g
Some authors all the extended parametri spae 0-jet J0
`
R, Q
´
and its state spae 1-jet J1
`
R, Q
´
.
h
It is impliitly supposed that the matrix of the seond partial derivatives ∂q˙ i∂q˙ j (T ) is invertible.
7equations of motion beomes equivalent to the problem of nding the integral urves of the vetor eld
γ˙ = ∂t + q˙
i ∂qi + f
i(q, q˙, Q, t) ∂q˙i (3)
over the spae of all physial states R[t] × T Q. After determining the integral urve γ that satises at time
t the given initial onditions, we an projet it onto the extended parametri spae urve γ
R×Q
forgetting
about its veloity. To see how the motion looks like in the  real spae-time  we nally map γ
R×Q
by the
dieomorphism Φ onto the urve Φ(γ
R×Q
) ⊂ Λ ⊂ R[t]× R3N .
The extended parametri spae R[t]×Q is what I alled the extended onguration spae in the previous
setion. It forms the (n + 1)-dimensional smooth manifold and for obvious reasons let us use the symbol M
for it instead of a bit impratial R[t] × Q. The time t is a distinguished oordinate on M. This enables us
to identify the (2n+ 1)-dimensional spae of all the physial states R[t]× T Q with the open dense set in the
line element ontat bundle CM. Down to earth, the mapping
R[t] × T Q ∋ (t | q 1, . . . , q n | v 1, . . . , v n) ←→ p = (t , q1, . . . , qn) ∈M and ℓ =
[
∂t
∣∣
p
+v i ∂qi
∣∣
p
]
⊂ TpM
gives us the identiation R[t] × T Q ≃ C0M in the expliit form. What is the advantage of proeeding in
that way? Mainly the observation that CM supports the anonial (n + 1)-dimensional distribution C. Note
that at any point (p , ℓ ) ∈ C0M the dynamial vetor:
γ˙
∣∣∣
(p,ℓ)
= ∂t
∣∣∣
(p,ℓ)
+ q˙ i ∂qi
∣∣∣
(p,ℓ)
+ f i
(
q, q˙, Q(q, q˙, t), t
)
∂q˙i
∣∣∣
(p,ℓ)
∈ T(p,ℓ) CM
denes a one-dimensional subspae [γ˙](p,ℓ) ⊂ T(p,ℓ) CM. Therefore there emerges ertain one-dimensional
distribution over (the open dense set of) CM. The rst sight inspetion of γ˙|(p,ℓ) immediately shows that
[γ˙](p,ℓ) belongs to the anonial spae C(p, ℓ) ⊂ T(p,ℓ) CM. To put it in other words, any urve γ that integrates
the vetor eld (3) satises γ∗(αi) = 0 over the Pfa's system (1), whih determines the anonial distribution
C. As a onsequene, there exists a unique base urve γ
R×Q
: R→M suh that γ = γ̂
R×Q
.
If one sueeds to nd another system of n one-forms over CM, let us all them βi, suh that β's and α's
would be linearly independent and β's would annihilate the subspae [γ˙](p,ℓ) for eah (p , ℓ) ∈ CM, one would
have a Pfa's system of 2n one-forms, whih will ompletely desribe 1-dimensional distribution [γ˙] over the
(2n+ 1)-dimensional line element ontat bundle CM. It is not a big deal to verify that this is satised if we
put
βi := d
{
∂ q˙i T
}
−
{
∂ qi T
}
dt− (Q )i dt i = 1, . . . , n . (4)
Let us stop for the moment and reapitulate what we have found out about the dynamis until now. We
have seen that the omplete time evolution of a mehanial system subjeted to known fores is given by the
vetor eld γ˙. This follows from the dynamial postulate: the Lagrange's equations (2). Now let us ontinue;
the dierent perspetive of lassial dynamis is oming. Using the known funtion T and the fore one-form
Q = (Q )i dq
i
over the line element ontat bundle, we an establish the two-form Ω:
Ω = αi ∧ βi = −Q ∧ dt− d
{
T dt+ (∂ q˙i T)α
i
}
∈ Γ
(∧
2 T ∗ CM
)
(5)
Inspetion of (5) shows that Ω is non-singulari and its null-spaes are exatly the one-dimensional subspaes
[γ˙](p,ℓ) ⊂ T(p,ℓ) CM. From here, there is just a little step to reover the full dynamis. Indeed, by piking up
at eah suh null subspae [γ˙](p,ℓ) a vetor v for whih v y dt
∣∣
(p,ℓ)
= 1, we are point-wisely reonstruting the
dynamial vetor eld (3).
i
A dierential two-form Ω over an odd dimensional manifold M is non-singular, if its null spaes are one-dimensional for any
point of M .
8Isn't it wonderful? Let me explain why I am seeing it to be so interesting. Unforgettable explanation of
the anonial formalism of lassial mehanis an be found in the hapter 9 of the exellent book
1
of Vladimir
Arno©d. It is shown there that the vortex lines
j
of the one-form ω1 = pi dq
i−H dt on the (2n+1)-dimensional
extended phase spae R[t] × T ∗Q are just the integral urves of the anonial equations of Hamilton. Few
lines bellow you an nd the footnoted sentenes ...The form ω1 seems here to appear out of thin air. In the
following paragraph we will see how the idea of using this form arose from optis... Ok, a small dierene is
here, sine we are oupying R[t]× TQ instead of the extended phase spae, but the unifying idea leading to
the equations of mehanis is the same, namely, the null spaes. Here of the two-form Ω, there of dω1, here we
get dynamis in the  Lagrange piture, there in the  Hamilton one. The remarkable dierene is that Ω is
not a losed two-form in general (and thus not loally exat), its ohomology lass is speied by the two-form
−Q ∧ dt and therefore its reasonable optial analog is somehow missing (at least from my point of view).
There is a legitimate question: Is there a CM funtion U suh that −Q ∧ dt = d
{
U dt + (∂ q˙i U)α
i
}
? The
answer is notorious from the basi ourse of analytial mehanis: the funtion U we ask for should satisfy:
(Q )i = −∂ qi U+
d
dt
(
∂ q˙i U
)
.
In that happy ase Ω = −d
{
(T − U) dt + ∂ q˙i (T − U)α
i
}
=: −dθL, and the Lagrange's funtion L := T − U
an be introdued. Moreover, ω1 = pi dq
i −H dt onverts after an appropriate Legendre's transformation to
the Cartan's one-form θL. So having potential-generated fores everything looks like it should. There is a
one-form ω1 ! θL and a safe way to its quantization. But how should one proeed if the fores are suh that
the  preursor  θL is missing and all what is appliable is represented by Ω? Let us postpone the investigation
of that problem to the following paragraph.
3 Quantization: Path vs. Surfae Integral
In the previous setion we have observed that the lassial evolution an be ompletely desribed by nding
the integrating submanifolds of the distribution of null spaes of the two-form Ω. So we ould laim:  lassial
mehanis is only Ω-sensitive. Everything else is a bonus valid in speial ases only. We were being impratial
not to use the (loal) potential θL or the Lagrangian L whih would enable us to investigate the invariants
and/or onserved quantities. But the physial priniples are onstituted over the equations of motion, not
over the Lagrangian or Hamiltonian themselves. This resembles an instant soup: if you have got it just pour
it in the water and that's it, but not every soup at all tastes like this one ...
On the other hand, it seems that quantum mehanis is rather θL (or if you wish ω
1
)-sensitive. You are
surely familiar with all this gossip about optial-mehanial analogy, presenting lassial mehanis as some
limit (i.e. just as approximation) of  wave mehanis  whose wave fronts are speied by θL and whose
Huygens' priniple is expressed by the Hamilton-Jaobi equation. I like it very muh, but most impressive
way (at least from my point of view) how to relate lassial and quantal lies in the Feynman path-integral
approah.
Aording to the Feynman presription:
19,20
the probability amplitude of the transition of the system
from the extended onguration spae event e
−
:= (t
−
, q 1
−
, . . . , q n
−
) to e+ := (t+ , q
1
+
, . . . , q n
+
) is:
A(e
−
, e
+
) ∝
∫
[Dγ] exp
{ i
~
∫
γ
θL
}
. (6)
The  path-summation  here is taken over the set of all urves
k γ on CM
τ
−→ M suh that their τ -projetions
satisfy τ(γ)(t
−
) = e
−
and τ(γ)(t+) = e+ . The exponent in (6) is the standard integral of the one-form θL
arried out on the line element ontat bundle urve γ. The question about the  measure  [Dγ] and the
j
... integral submanifolds of a 1-dimensional distribution given by the null spaes of dω1 ...
k
Do not miss that all the urves entering the  path-summation  are parameterized exlusively by the observer's time, i.e.
γ : t 7→
`
t = t, qi = qi(t), q˙ i = q˙ i(t)
´
.
9proper normalization of the probability amplitude A are, fortunately, not a subjet of our disussion. Let me
remind the reader that the probability amplitude formula (6) is used less frequently than its extended phase
spae version. When expressing generalized veloities q˙ i in θL in terms of generalized momenta pi =
∂L
∂q˙ i
, we
get A in terms of the funtional integral in the extended phase spae R[t]× T ∗Q:
A(e
−
, e
+
) =
∫
[Dγ˜] exp
{ i
~
∫
eγ
pi dq
i −Hdt
}
, where one an formally set [Dγ˜] =
dp
+
2π
∏
t∈(t
−
,t
+
)
dp
t
dq
t
2π
.
The two formulas for the amplitude A are equivalent; the bunh of urves γ and γ˜ that enters the funtional
integrations are onneted by the same type of Legendre's transformation as the one-forms θL and ω
1
.
The mentioned sensitiveness of quantum mehanis on the one-form θL ! ω
1
is evident. In what follows,
we propose some modiations leading to the replaement of θL by the two-form Ω. These would enable us to
 quantize  also dissipative fores. In the speial ase when they are onservative (Ω = −dθL) our presription
will be equivalent with Feynman's.
The lass of urves entering the  path-summation  in (6) has one simple harateristi: initial and nal
endpoint of any admissible urve γ should belong to ber submanifolds τ−1(e
−
) ⊂ CM and τ−1(e
+
) ⊂ CM. In
between this lass, there is one speial urve, the lassial trajetory
l γclass. Using it, we get for any γ within
this lass (oriented) 1-yle:
∂ Σ := γ + λ
+
− γclass − λ− .
Here λ
−
and λ
+
are arbitrarily hosen urves belonging to the ber submanifolds τ−1(e
−
) and τ−1(e
+
) that
join the initial and nal points of γ and γclass, respetively (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3.  Umbilial surfae  Σ onnets lassial trajetory γclass with the history γ. Sideways boundary urves λ± are loated
within the n-dimensional submanifolds τ−1(e
±
). On the gure these submanifolds are shematially represented just by the
two-dimensional  D-branes. 
Moreover, the restrition
m
of the Cartan's one-form θL to any ber of τ : CM → M is trivial, therefore
both integrals of θL arried out over the λ's vanish automatially and we an write:∫
γ
θL −
∫
γclass
θL =
∫
∂ Σ
θL =
∫
Σ
dθL , Σ is any CM-surfae whose boundary ∂ Σ = γ+λ+ −γclass−λ− . (7)
l
We optimistially propose that solutions of the equations of motion might be  inverted  on relatively broad interval of time, i.e.
from given position at the nal time we are be able to adjust the veloity at the initial time in suh a way that the system will
evolve uniquely into the presribed endpoint.
m
When looking at (5), one immediately realizes that the same is true for the two-form Ω.
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Let me remind you that
- the seond term on the left hand side of (7) is just the value of the lassial ation Sclass
- the existene of  umbilial  CM-surfae Σ that onnets given urve γ with γclass is determined by
topologial properties
n
of M, e.g. when M is simply-onneted then any 1-yle ∂ Σ is at the same time
a 1-boundary of some 2-hain Σ
Motivated by (7) and enouraged by the Feynman's thesis
21
sentene: ...the entral mathematial onept
is the analogue of the ation in lassial mehanis. It is therefore appliable to mehanial systems whose
equations of motion annot be put into Hamiltonian form. It is only required that some sort of least ation
priniple be available..., one an propose a generalization of the Feynman's probability amplitude formula in
the following way:
A(e
−
, e
+
) ∝ exp
{ i
~
Sclass
} ∫
[DΣ] exp
{
−
i
~
∫
Σ
Ω
}
. (8)
Here the  surfae-summation  is taken over all CM-surfaes Σ, suh that their boundary ontains the lassial
trajetory γclass and two sideways urves λ− and λ+ within the bers τ
−1(e
−
) and τ−1(e
+
), respetively. Using
the formula (5) we an write:
−
∫
Σ
Ω =
∫
∂Σ
{
T dt+ (∂ q˙i T)α
i
}
+
∫
Σ
Q ∧ dt ≡
∫
∂ Σ
θT +
∫
Σ
Q ∧ dt .
The rst integral term is obviously independent of the hoie of the sideways boundary urves λ
−
and λ
+
in
∂ Σ = γ+λ
+
−γclass−λ− . Moreover, we an split the  surfae-summation  arried out in (8) in the following
way: ∫
[DΣ] =
∫
[Dγ]
{∫
[DΣγ ]
}
,
i.e. rst we pik out the boundary urve γ, and then we perform the  summation  over the subset of those
admissible CM-surfaes {Σγ} whose world-sheet element Σγ is anhored to the xed urves γ and γclass. After
doing this, we get (8) in the equivalent form:
A(e
−
, e
+
) ∝ exp
{ i
~
Sclass
} ∫
[Dγ] exp
{
i
~
{∫
γ
−
∫
γclass
}
θT
}∫
[DΣγ ] exp
{
i
~
∫
Σγ
Q ∧ dt
}
. (9)
In the ase of onservative fores Q ∧ dt = −dθU, the surfae integral in the last exponent of (9) is again only
boundary sensitive quantity. Therefore
A(e
−
, e
+
) ∝ exp
{ i
~
Sclass
} ∫
[Dγ] exp
{
i
~
{∫
γ
−
∫
γclass
}(
θT − θU
)}
× Volγ
where we have adopted the abbreviated notation∫
[DΣγ ] = Volγ = the  number  of the surfaes ontaining γ − γclass as the subboundary .
Suppose there are no topologial obstrutions on the side of M, i.e. that all admissible γ's are homotopially
equivalent. Then the fator Volγ is γ-independent, and it might be dropped out as an innite onstant by
normalization. Thus in the ase of onservative fores the formula (9) preisely redues to (6).
n
Topologial properties we are talking about are  measured  by the fundamental group Π1(M). For obvious reasons we are
owardly skipping o any disussion of the quantization in topologially nontrivial ases.
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There is still one open point, namely how to express the lassial ation entering (8) and (9) in terms of
T and Q. This an be done as follows. Suppose we have the lassial trajetory γclass joining the given events
e
−
and e+ . Let us dene a funtion assigning to a point x on the trajetory γclass a number K (x):
o
x 7→ K (x) := −
x∫
e
−
Q + K (e
−
) .
The onstant K (e
−
) might be set to be zero; this plays the same role as the hoie of the zero level for the
potential energy in the ase of onservative fores. A natural andidate for the lassial ation then is:
Sclass :=
t+∫
t−
γ∗class
(
T−K
)
dt . (10)
We desribed above all the objets that are neessary for the omputation of the probability amplitude. It
remains to give some nontrivial example demonstrating the funtionality of (8) and then open the disussion.
Regarding the example, I have tried to  quantize  the free partile in the one-dimension with the frition
proportional to the atual veloity. To be honest, I nished in a deadloked when trying to perform the
world-sheet funtional integration. And beause I do not have any experiene with it, the nontrivial example
is unfortunately omitted. Is there anybody who is able to do it? Please ontat me.
Let me onlude the paper with few nal omments:
◦ the system of o-vetorial annihilators represented by α's and β's (see formulae (1) and (4)) is dependent
on the hosen oordinate path on M = R[t] ×Q, however, the quintessential two-form Ω is a anonial
quantity on CM,
◦ let us onsider a funtion f : CM→ R suh that f is non-zero in some open subset of CM. The two-forms
Ω and Ω′ = fΩ have ommon null spaes in this subset and therefore they dene equivalent lassial
dynamis. Generally dΩ 6= 0, but in a speial ase one an sueed in nding an  integrator  f suh
that dΩ′ = 0, i.e. there exists a loal one-form ϑ providing a potential for the two-form Ω′. The question
under what irumstanes a Lagrangian funtion L exists suh that ϑ = θL (an indiator of derivability
of dynamis from a variational priniple) is studied in the inverse problem of alulus of variations,
22−24
◦ the lassial trajetory emerging the formula (7), and onsequently (8) and (9), ould be replaed by any
other xed urve γref within the lass of admissible urves, however, γclass is privileged by the lassial
dynamis and therefore it is the most natural andidate for the referene point,
◦ here, to be able to talk about the quantum probability amplitudes, one needs to know the solution of
the lassial equations of motion with the given initial ondition; in the standard approah, the lassial
solution is not neessary for the quantization, it rather appears as a saddle point dominating the amplitude
in the limit ~→ 0,
◦ to see the lassial limit in (8), and an exeptionality of the lassial history in between the  D-branes 
τ−1(e
−
) and τ−1(e
+
), let us provide an analog of variational priniple using the two-form Ω:
- onsider a lass of CM surfaes {Σ} suh that the boundary of any surfae in this lass is anhored
to a hosen referene urve γref and the D-branes under onsideration,
p
i.e. ∂ Σ = γ+λ
+
−γref−λ− ,
o
Geometrially it is the integral of the one-form Q along the urve γclass, whih is understood as the funtion of its upper limit.
p
When substituting γref instead of γclass on the Figure 3, we get the relevant piture for this situation.
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- a stationary surfae
q Σstat : (t, s) 7→ (t = t, q
i = qi(t, s) q˙ i = q˙ i(t, s)) of the ation
S(Σ) =
∫
Σ
Ω
in the lass {Σ} satises:r
Σ· ′ y dΩ
∣∣∣
Σstat
= 0 , and γ˙ yΩ = 0 ; (11)
here
Σ· ′ =
{
∂t +
∂qi
∂t
∂qi +
∂q˙ i
∂t
∂q˙ i
}
∧
{∂qi
∂s
∂qi +
∂q˙ i
∂s
∂q˙ i
}
and γ˙ =
{
∂t +
∂qi
∂t
∣∣∣
s=1
∂qi +
∂q˙ i
∂t
∣∣∣
s=1
∂q˙ i
}
stand for a tangent bi-vetor to the sought stationary surfae Σstat and for a tangent vetor to its
boundary urve γ, respetively,
- the seond equation in (11) is equivalent to (3) and it determines the lassial trajetory γclass,
- if we aept in {Σ} also a degenerate surfae (these one is shrunk just to the referene urve), then
in the speial hoie of the referene point γref = γclass, we get the solution of (11) in the form
Σstat = γclass; as a result, lassial limit, as dened above, is reovered,
◦ omposition of the transition amplitudes we are austomed to from the standard quantum mehanis
does not work if dΩ 6= 0; this is in aordane with dissipative quantization approahes based on various
nonlinear generalizations of the Shrödinger equation.
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